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There could be hundreds of reasons why you should add Japan in your travel list. Being one of the most advanced (in terms of technology) countries in the world, Japan also offers an ancient outlook to tourists, especially their religious sites. So, let's take a look at the 20 reasons why you should visit Japan... at least, these are the reasons that brought me to Japan. Yuki.Ling, Yuki.Ling.

Shrines which are located up the mountains will not disappoint in term of beautiful scenery. The Itsukushima Shinto Shrine, Shrines and Temples of NikkÅ­ and Buddhist Monuments in the HÅ­ryÅ«-ji Area are also awarded as UNESCO World Heritage Sites. 13. Japan has 17 UNESCO World Heritage Sites. PIXTA.

Why did Ander sound so reluctant, Lady Zhao wanted to know? "I don't know. I'm not sure I feel up for it. I thought you said it was a bit trashy," Ander typed. "Where are you now?